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The find report is written in an easily accessible style, btit it is of necessity long. This 
guide provides a roadmap and capsule descriptions of each section of the reporr. 

PMface 

The Preface explains why the Committee was created, the President's charge, and the 
Committee's approach. 

' 1  1.: ' 1 1  tJ 
. i ?Introductipn: T4g,Atomic Ceatury 

'ii 9 , L '  
-e.. ,.. 

The Introduction dt!scniezi the intersection of sewral deveiOpments: the birth and 
remarkable growth of radiation sciencc, the p a d e l  changes id medicine and medical research; 
and the intersection of these Ghmges with government programs that called on mediod 
researchers IO play important new rules beyond that involved in the traditional doctor-patient 
relationship. The introduction Gondudes d h  a section titled "The Basics of Radiation Science" 

I for the lay reader. 

Part L Ethics of  Human Subjects Research: a Bistorieal Perspective 
- -  

Chapter I 

In chapter 1 w e  report what we have been able to reconstruct about government rules and 
policies in the 1940s and 1950s regarding human expeximents. We focus primarily on the Atomic 
Energy Commission and the Department of Defense, because their history with respect to human 
subjects research policy is less well known than that of the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare (now the Department of Health and Humin Semces). Drawing on records that were 
previously obscure, or O ~ Y  recently declassified, we reveal the perhaps surpriskg W r g  that 
officials and experts in the highest reaches of the AEC and SOD dhussed requiraments for 
human experiments in the fist years of the Cold War. We also briefly discuss the research 
policies of DNEW and the Veterans Administration during the% ywrrs. 

Chapter 2 

In chapter 2 we tun from a consideration of governmekt standards to an exploration of 
the norms and practices of physicians and ~ ~ c d i d  scientists who conducted research With human 
subjects during this period. We include here an analysis of the significance of the Nureroberg 
Code, which arose out of the intcmationat war crimes trial of German physicians in 1947. Using 
the results of our Ethics Oral History Project, and other sources, we also examine how scie&ts 
Of the time viewed their moral mponsibilities to humrul subjects as wen as how this translated 
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into the manner in which they conducted their research. Of particular interest are the differences 
in prof'sional n o m  and practices between research in which patients are uscd as subjects and 
research invOlvhg sp.catled healthy volunteers. 

Chapter 3 

I 

- _.. 

f 

. .. 

In chapter 3 wt  return to the question ofgovernment standards, focusjnyp now on the 
1960s and 1970s. In the first part of this chapter, we rcview the *ell-documented devdopments 
rhat influenced and led up to two landmark events in the history of government policy 011 research 
i n v o h g  human subjects: the promulgation by Q l E W  of comprehenPive regulations for 
oversight of h v  subjects research and passage by Congress of the National Renearoh Act. h 
the latter part of the chapter we rcview developments and policies govmhg hwlan research in 
agencies other than DHEW. a history that has received cornparatidy little scholarly attentian. 
We also discuss scandals in h n  research conducted by the DOD and the CIA that came to 
Li@ in the 1970s and that influenced subsequent agenq policies. 

Chapter 4 

With the historical context cstablishd chapters 1 through 3, we turn in chapter 4 to the 
care of our charge. Here we put forward and defend three Wds of ethical standards for 
evaIuating human radiation cxxperiments conducted from I944 to 1974, We a b e d  thesc 
&a.ndards in a moral framework intended to clarify and faditate the difficult task of making 
judgments about the past. 

Part II. Case Studits 

Chapter § 

In chapter 5 ,  we look at the Manhattan Project plutonium-injection experiments and 
related experimentation. Sick pahnts were wed in sometimes secret expecilneutiition to dcvclop 
data needed to protect the health and sa€ety of nuclear weapons workers The experiments raise 
questions of the uae o f  sick patients for purposes that are not of benefit to them, t&t role of 
national security in permitting conduct that mi& not otherwise be 'justified, and the use of 
sec;reoy for the purpose of protecting the government nom embarrassmcat and potential iiabiity. 

Chapter 6 

In contrast to the plutonium injections, the vast majority of human radiation - d e n t s  
were nor wnductcd in secret. Indeed, the use of radioisotopes in.biomedical research'was 
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publicly and actively promoted by the AtomiG Energy Corndssion. Among the several thousand 
experiments about which little infomation is currently available, most fall into this category, The 
Committee adopted a two-pronged strategx to study this phenomenon. In chapter 6, we describe 
the system the AEC devebpcd for the distribution of isotopes to be used ki human research. This 
system was the primazy provida of the source materid far human expaimentatioa in the p o ~ a r  
period. Irr studying the operation of the radioisotope distribution system, and the related "human 
use* committees at l a d  iastitutiotw, we sought to learn the ground rules that governed the 
oonchm ofthe majority of human radiation experiments, most of which have received little or DO 
public attention Also in this chapter we review how research with radioisotopes has contriiuted 
to advances in medicine. 

Chapter 7 

The Committee then selected for particUlar consideration, 9 chapter 7, radioisotope 
research that used children as subjects. We determined to focus on children for soveral reasons. 
First, at !OW levels of radiation exposure, children are at greater risk of harm than adults. Second, 
children were the most appropriate group in which to pursue the Committee's mandate with 
respect to not6cation of former subjects for medical reasons. Zhcy are the group most likely to 
have been harmed by their participation in research, and they are more likely than other former 
subjects still to be alive. Thitd,'when the Committee considered how beet'to study subject 
populations that were most likely to &e exploited bemuse of the& relative dependency or 
powerlessness, children were tbe only subjects who Godd readily be identified m the meager 
documentation available. By contrast, characteristics such as gender, ethnicity. and social class 
were rarely noted in research reports of the day. 

I 

.. -. 

Cbapter 8 

Moving fiom case studies focused on the injection or hgedon of radioisotopes, chapter 8 
shifts to cxpcrim~ntstion in which sick patients were subjected to externally adrninisterd total- 
body irradiation (TBI). The Committee discovered that the highly publicized TBI experiments 
wnducttd at the University of Cincinnati were only the last of a series in wbch the government 
sQu&ht to Use data &om patients undergoing mI treatmat to gain information for nudear 
weapons development and use. This experimentation spanned the period Born World War II to 
the early 1970s, during which the ethics of experimentation became increasingly subjait to public 
debate and government reguIatioa In contrast with the experiment8 that flowed from thc AEC's 
radioisotope program, the use of wctmal radiation such as TBI did not ip its earlier years involve 
a government requirement of prior review for risk. The TBI experimentation raises basic 
questions about the responsibility of the govemeut when it seeks to gather rescarch data in 
conjunction With medical interventions of debatable benefit to sick patients. 
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Chapter 9 

In &apter 9 we examine experimentation on healthy subjects, speclt?dy prisomcs, for 
the purpose of learning the effects of external irradiation on the testes, such as might be 
cxpa’ienoed by astronauts in space. The pdsoner eXpertments wen? studied because they d v e d  
significant public attention and because a literally captive popula~on was chosen to bear risks to 
wMch no other group of experimental subjects had been exposed or has been exposed since, This  
research took place during a period in wbich the once-commonly accepted practice of  
nontherapeutic expcrimdon on prisoners was increasingly subject to public criticism and 
moral outrage. 

Chapter 10 

I 

I 

. Chapter 10 also explqres research involving healthy subjccts: human experimentation 
conducted h conjunction With atomic bomb tests. More than 200,000 s d c e  personnel-now 
known as atomic veterans-participated at atomic bomb test sites, mostly for trahing and test- 
management purposes. A srnd number also were used as subjects of experimentation The 
Committee heard from many atomic veterans and their family members who were concerned 
about both thc long-term health effects of thw exposures and the gwenunent’s conduct. In view 
of their concerns, the Committec undertook to recomtmct the story of human subjects research at 
the bomb tests, and to consider the questions raised where human experimentation was conducted 
in an occupalional setting where risk is the norm. 

Chapter 11 

speGificd in the Committee’s charter, as well as additional releases identitled during the life of the 
Committee. In ConttaGt with biomedical experimentatioq individuals and wmmdties were not 
typically the subject of study in these intentional releases. ]Rather, the releases wem to teSt 
intelligence equipment, the potential of radiological &e, and the mechanism of rhe atomic 
bomb. While the risk posed by intentional releases was relatively small, the releases often took 
place in secret and remained secret for years. 

In chaptw 1 1 we address the thirteen intentional releases of radiation into the environment 

Chapter 12 

The finat case study, in chapter 12, looks at two groups that were put at rislc by nuclear 
weapons devetopment and testing program and as B c o n s e q u t a ~ s ~ b ~ e  tbe subjects of 
obsenational research; workers who mined uranium for the AtOmio Eneray Commission in the 
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western United States Born the 1940s to 1960s aod residents of the Manhall Islands, whose 
Pacific homeland WBS irradiated as a conscquenco o f  a hydrogen bomb test in 2954, W e  these 
observationsl studies do not fit the dassic definition of an experiment, in which the investigator 
controls the variable under study (in this case radiation exposure), they are h s ~ a i  of research 
involving human subjmts. The Committee dected to eXamine the expdences ofthe uranhm 
miners and Marshallese because they raise important issues in the ethics.of human research not 
illustrated iP the pravious Gase studies and because numerous public witnesses impressed on the 
Committee the significanco of the lessam to be learned corn their histories. 

Part II conciudes with an exploration of an inqartant theme common ta may of the ~ a s o  
studies--openness and secreGy in the government's conduct conc;eraing human radiation reamoh 
and intentional releases. In chapter 13 we step back and look at what rules governed what the 
pubk was told about the topics under the Committee's p h e w ,  whether these rules were 
publicly known. and whether they were foIIowed. I 

Part m. Contemporary Projects 
Chapter 14 

I- 

Chapter 14 reviews the cunent regulatory strucdare for human subjects research 
conducted or supported by federal departments and agcucies, a structure that has been in place 
s h e  1991. This "Common Rule" has its roots in the human subject protection regulatious 
promulgated by the then-Department of Hcalth, Education, and WeWe @HEW) h 1974. The 
historical developments behind these regplations are descnied in chapter 3. Following a Summary 
ofthe essential features of the Common RuIe, chapter 14 discusses several 'subjects of p ~ c u l a f  
relevance to the Advisory Committee's work, such as sp&d rcYiew prowsses for ioaizing 
radiation research, protection fur human subjects in classifk! ces&rch, and audit procedwes of 
institutions performing liman subject research 

Chapter 15 

024 

@02: 

Chapter 15 describes the Research Proposal Review Project (Rl'RP), the Advisory 
Committee's examination of documents from research projects conducted at institutions 
throu&out the country, including both radiation and nomdiation proposals. Documents utilized 
in the RPRP were those available to the local idstitutiond review boards (IRBs) at the institUtions 
where the research was conducted. The goals of the RPRP were to*- aa understanding of the 
ethics of radiatjon research as compared with nonradiation research; how well rcsearoh propoda 
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address central ethical considerations such as risk, voiurunrinc33, and subject selection; and 
whether informed consent procedures seem to be appropriate. 

Chapter 16 

The RPRP reviewed documents prepared by hvesttigat6rs and institutions and submitted 
in IRS apphations. This study was complemented by a nationwide &oft to Iearn about research 
Born the perspativc of patients themselves, includillg those who were and were not research 
subjjects. The Subject Interview Study (SIS), described in chapter' 16, was conducted through 
intttricws with nearly 1,,900 patients throughout the country. The SIS aimed to learn he 
pcnpectives of former, current, and prospective rmearch subjects by asking about their attitude6 
and beliafs regarding the endeavor of human subject research generdy and their parkkipation 
sm*. 

I Discussion of Part III 

The RPW tried to understand the experience of human subjects research from thc 
standpoint of the locd oversight process, while the SIS tried tounderstand it fiom the stazldpht 
of the participant. Although the two studies related to diflkrent research projcFts and diffarent 
groups of patients and subjects, some common tensions in the human research experience emerge 
in both projects, and they are described in the "Discussion" section of part Ill. Por example, it has 
long been rmgniZed that the physician who engages in reseawh with patient-subjects a s m e s  
two roles that could conflict: that of the we@ver and that of the rewader .  The goals inherent 
in each role are different: direct beneb of the individual patient in the firpt case and &e acquisition 
of general medical knowledge in the sewnd case. The interviews Gt4 SIS participants slggest 
that at l es t  some patient-subjects are not awart of this distinction or of the patentid for conflict. 
In OUT review of documents in the RPRP we found that the written inhnation provided to 
potential padent-subjects scmctimes obscured, rather than highlighted. the differences between 
research and medical m e  and thus likely contributed to the potential for patieats to corzfuse the 
two. 

-.*- - 

Part IV. Coming to Terms with the Past, Looking Ahead to the Future 
Bindings and Recommendations 

Chapter 17 
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In chapter 17, our findings are presented in two parts, first for the period 1944 through 
1974 and then for the contemporary period. These parts, in turn, are'divided into findings 
regardhg biomedical experiments and those regarding population exposwas. 

W c  begin our premtatiofi of findings for the peripd 1944 through 1974 with a summation 
of what we have teamed about human radiation experiments: their number and putpose, the 
likelihood that they produced harm, and how human radiation experimentation contributed to 
advances in medicine. We then summarite what we have found concerning the nature offederai 
rules and policies governing research involving human subjects during tnis period, and the 
implementation of these rules in the conduct of human radiation expuimenb. Findings about the 
nature and implementation of federd d e s  cover issues of copsent, r i s k  the selection of subjectq 
and the role of national security considerations. 

Ow hiings about govemmeot rules are followed by a Ming on the norms and practices 
of physiciads and 0 t h  biomedical sdentists for the use of human &jectn. We then turn to the 
Committee's finding on the evaluation of past exptrimants, in which we s m a r i z e  the moral 
fiamework adopted by the C~mmittee for this purpose. N e x ~  we present our hdinge ibr 
expenrnexktts conducted in conjunction with atmospheric atomic testing, intentional rclmses, and 
other population exposures. The rematzing findings for the historical period address issues of 
govtmlrnent secrecy and record' keeping. 

I 

"" 

Our findings for the contornporary period summarize what we have learned about the rules 
and practices tbat currently govern the conduct of radiation research involving human subjects, as 
well as human research gcrlerally, and about the status of govenunent regulations regarding 
inteational rclcases. 

Chapter 18 

i 

Chapter 18 presents the Committee's recommendations to the Human Radiation 
Interagency Working Group and to the American people. The Committee's inqujl focused on 
resewch conducted by the government to servesthe public good-the promotion and protection of 
national security and the advancement of science and medicine. The pursuit of these endtitoday, 
as well as yesterday-inevitably means that some individuals are put at risk for the benefit of the 
greater good. The past shows us that research can bear fiuits of i~cal~ulable value. 
Unfortunately, however, the government's conduct with respect to mme rcseuch performed in 
the past has left a legacy of distrust. Actions must be taken to ensurs tbat, in the fbture, the ends 
of national security and the advancement of medidne Will proowed only through means that 
safward the dignity, health, and safety of the individuaIs and groups who may be piit at risk in 
the process. 

. ..__. 
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Many of our reMmmendations are directed not to the past but toward the fhtwe. The 
C~mmittce calls for changes in the nurent federal system for the pratdon of the rights and 
interests of human subjects. Thew include changes in institutional review boards; in the 
intqrotntlon of ethics rules and policies; in the conduct of research- inv~lving military personnel 
as subjects; in oversight, accountability. and sanctions for ethics violations; and in compensation 
fw research injuries. Unlike the 1944- 1974 period, in which the Committee focused primarily on 
research that offered subjects no prospect of medical benefit, OUT ie~ommeudations for tho firture 
emphisize wotections for patients who are subjects of therapeutic research, as many ofthe 
contemporary issues involving research with human subjects occur In this sating. We elso call for 
the adoption of special protections for the conduct of human reSeamh or tnviroamental releases in 
secret, protections that are not currently in place. 

I 
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We realize, however, that regulatious and poUcies arc nQ guarautee of ethical conduct. If 
the events of the past are not to be repeated, it is essential that the cleaeatcb commu6t~r conk? to 
inma~hgly value the ethics of research involving human subjects as' caux l  to the scient& 
entetprise, We harbor no iUusions about the Pollyanna-ish quality of a recammenwan for 
professional education in research ethics; wc cnll far much more. We ask that the b i o m d d  
research community, together with the govmcnt ,  &e B transformation in comWittnent to the 
ethics of human m c h .  We recognize and celebrate the progress that has o c c u d  in the past 
firty years. We recognize and honor tho commitment to research ethics that currently d s t s  
among many biomedical scientists and many institutional review boards. But more needs to be 
done. The scientists of the futurc must have a clear uderstand- of their duties to human 
subjects and a clcar expectation that the leaders of their fidds value guod ethics as much a5 they 
do good science. At stake is not ody the well-being of future subjects, but also, ai least in part, 
the fbture of biomedical science. To the extent that that amre depends on public support, it 
requires the public's trust. There Can be no better gumantor of that tnrst than the ethics of the 
rcstarGh community. 

Fiaally, our examination of the history of the past Wcentury has helped US understand 
that the revision of regulations that govern ~ U J X W I  research, the creation of new ovcrsight 
mechanisms, and even a scrupulous professiond ethics are necessary,. but are not sufficient, means 
to needed refom. Of at least equal hport is the development of a more w m o n  understanding: 
-g the public of research involving human subjects, its purposes, and its hnhtionu. 
Furthermom, if rhe conduct of the government and of the pro&ssional wmmunity is tu be 
improved, that conduct must be available for scmthy by the &mris;an people 80 that they can 
make more hfonned decisions about the protection aad promdon of their o w  health and tbat of 
the members of their family. It is toward that end that we ctosc our report with recommendations 
for continued opemess io government and in biomedical resaaroh, I t  is also toward that end that 
this report iS dedicated. Some of what is regrettable about the past happened, at 1east.h p ~ ,  

. .  .....- 
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because we as citizens let it happen t s r  the lessons of history remind us aIl that the best 
safeguard for the future is an infarmed and active citizenry. 
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